Abstract: An analysis of films depicting the relationship between the Occupation and terror in Israeli and in Palestinian queer cinema produced during -and after -the second Intifada terror. Gay and (to a lesser degree) lesbian cinema has existed for decades in Israel and
since the 1980s has also dealt with interracial sex between men. 1 Palestinian cinema, on the other hand, caught in the paradox of being both national and stateless, is still struggling with issues of self-definition, national identity, and space. 2 acclaimed queer-lesbian short film by the female director Netalie Braun, and will discuss the complex ways these films illuminate the relationship between queer epistemology based on Israeli Occupation's body-space tensions and suicide terror. In Diary, while 1 Rebecca Stein, "Explosive: Eytan Fox's Gay Occupation," GLQ 16 (2010); Yosef, Raz, "Homoland: servicing an Israeli client, a Palestinian street hustler recalls his violent childhoodculminating with the memory his mother's rape by an Israeli soldier. Bubble presents a love affair between two young men, an Israeli and a Palestinian, which ends tragically when the Palestinian becomes a suicide terrorist and detonates himself together with his lover. Gevald depicts a reunion between two Israeli lesbians in a gay bar where a dragking show between a terrorist and his lover is being performed by Palestinian lesbians prior to an explosion in the bar. That is, while Palestinian cinema places interracial sex within the reality of the post-traumatic memory of expulsion and loss of home, Israeli cinema places it within the Western urban reality of a gay and lesbian community caught up in terrorism.
I contend that whereas Diary assumes responsibility over the traumatic past by examining violence within Palestinian society as well as that inflicted by Israel, tragically reenacting the devastating consequences of the Occupation, Bubble assumes no such responsibility. Its attempt to "embrace" the Palestinian gay other involves ongoing denial of the Occupation and projection of its own violence onto the other's subjectivity.
Gevald, like Diary, presents both Jewish and Moslem violence. Its recognition, however, of the extreme otherness of the Palestinian other, the terrorist, is ambiguous: present only through a performance, its declared openness is finally shattered by the explosion.
The marked contrast between the Israeli and the Palestinian films immediately brings to light the central issues that will be discussed here: How do the films represent the connection between sexual and ethnic repression and the traumatic histories of occupation and terror? What are the historical-political linkages between the Israeli occupation, based on subjugation and surveillance, and the pathologizing of sexuality? Do interracial relationships, founded on multiple border crossings, reproduce the social pathology of the Israeli-Palestinian struggle? Can the post-traumatic fantasy that characterizes these films serve as a force behind at least a cinematic reconciliation? This chapter offers a close textual analysis as the preferred way to delve into these intimate post-traumatic queer epistemologies.
Diary of a Male Whore -Hustling and the Unending Occupation
The plot is revealed through the voice-over of Essam (Tahir Mahamid), a young Palestinian from a refugee family, illegally residing in Tel Aviv and earning his living as a street hustler. The entire film is bracketed by a car scenario, in which he masturbates in front of an elderly Israeli client and recalls scenes from his youth. The beginning of the flashback depicts the outset of his sexual maturity in an Arab village before it was conquered by the Israeli army: committing sodomy with a sheep, listening to his parents have sexual relations, and secretly watching a village girl, Asya (Ruth Bernstein), as she bathes in a spring. His memories date from when the village was first occupied, his father's murder, and the rape of his mother. The film ends as Essam receives his payment and continues to walk the dark Tel Aviv streets.
Diary depicts the traumatic events reenacted in the flashbacks as historically ambiguous. The imprecise timeframe indicates that the film proposes to describe the everlasting character of the Israeli occupation, beginning from the Nakba and continuing through the 1967 conquest and the Intifada; in particular, it seeks to portray the trauma of the Nakba as an inter-generational burden. Taking into consideration Essam's age during the flashback (twelve or thirteen), whether the flashback reenacts events during the Nakba or the 1967 conquest, it would be impossible for him to be a young man residing illegally in Tel Aviv during either the first or second Intifadas. As a result, the tension between the Nakba, the Israeli Occupation, and the Intifada; between past, present, and eternal time; magnifies the tension between fantasy and trauma that stands at the core of the film.
Diary places interracial male-male sex between the Palestinian hustler and his Israeli client within a narrative structure in which the post-traumatic memory of the Nakba/the occupation, structured through flashbacks, accounts for the character of interracial relations (anonymous one-time sexual meetings, paid masturbation/voyeurism). In other words, in the present, Essam's sexuality is depicted as post-traumatic. The first clue to causal relationships between past and present is presented in an incident with a prostitute that opens the film and is a portent to the scene in which Essam himself becomes a prostitute.
In the first scene, against the backdrop of noir photography of nighttime Tel Aviv (cars, people in cafés), his voice-over is heard: "The sheep and the hen were my first females. I first slept with a woman the day I arrived in Tel Aviv. My late friend, AbuKrah, and I got drunk and we looked for a prostitute. I went in first. 'How was she?' 'She has no teeth.' 'No teeth?' he yelled. I answered, 'The mouth between her legs has no teeth.'" According to Barbara Creed, The myth about woman as castrator clearly points to male fears and phantasies about the female genitals as a trap, a black hole which threatens to swallow them up and cut them into pieces. The vagina dentata is the mouth of hell -a terrifying symbol of woman as the "devil's gateway." 5 The fear of the vagina dentata is already visually hinted at in the beginning of the film with a close-up of the prominent teeth of an Israeli woman sitting in a café. The editing cuts sharply between the prostitute incident, with its high level of anxiety, to the present: the client and reenactment of traumatic childhood memories.
When Essam enters the Israeli client's car and the act of prostitution and memory process begin simultaneously, the editing uses flashbacks to tie together the two traumatic audial voyeuristic events that took place earlier in Essam's youth: listening to his parents have intercourse (the primal scene fantasy) and his mother's rape.
According to Kaja Silverman, the moment of infantile voyeurism signifies "the point of entry for an alien and traumatic sexuality." 6 The child-spectator is unable to decipher what he sees and, therefore, "The spectacle assumes its full force only later, after it has been internalized as representation." 7 The outcome is a complex dramatization of temporality, since the primal scene which "occurs not so much in 'reality' as in fantasy . .
. is a construction after the fact . . . it is either constituted through a deferred action . . . or constructed as a fantasy on the basis of some remembered detail." 8 Being overwhelmed by the sounds and images of parental sexuality, the outcome -as Freud notes -is a profound disruption of the "conventional" masculinity of the onlooker. Diary confers a 5 Barbara Creed, The Monstrous Feminine: Film, Feminism, and Psychoanalysis (London and New York: 7 new meaning on Silverman's paradigm of the look regarding the primal scene: it is not "either too early or too late," as she defines the child's experience with respect to sexuality. But, because of the extended primal scene -that is, the audial connection between being a deferred voyeur to his parents and a voyeur to the rape -the spectating child undergoes the "too early" as well as the "too late." As the incident with the Israeli prostitute demonstrates, the primal scenes in Diary, revealed to be traumatic only much later, post-factum as it were, through their effect, had the shattering effect of being both "too early" and "too late" because of the Nakba; and so, predetermined Essam's sexual behavior as post-traumatic.
In other words, Essam's fear of vagina dentata (and his prostitution) is presented as resulting from his exposure to the primal scene, the absence of a father figure, and his consequent over-attachment to his mother during childhood. Of course, when speaking of the dyadic mother, the projection of the image of the mouth to her genitalia is linked to oral pleasure. 9 Nevertheless, the fantasy of the dyadic mother that symbolically incorporates him ascribes the castrating position to her: "The image of the toothed vagina, symbolic of the all-devouring woman, is related to the subject's infantile memories of its early relation with the mother and the subsequent fear of its identity being swallowed up by the mother." 10 9 Creed, Monstrous Feminine. 10 Silverman, "Too Early/Too Late," 109.
Flashback to childhood voyeurism, Essam in Diary of a Male Whore
(Courtesy of Tawfik Abu-Wael)
According to Creed, and contrary to Freud, 11 it can be argued that the genitalia of the mother that were depicted in the voyeuristic fantasy are unconsciously perceived by
Essam as castrating, and not as castrated. If so, the racialization of the primal scene acts retroactively: during Essam's first sexual experience with a woman as an adult the vagina dentata, which characterized his mother in his imagination, is projected on the Israeli prostitute. 12
The question is, why didn't Essam's voyeuristic witnessing of the rape of his mother change the fantasy of vagina dentata? That is, why was she not transformed from As the narrative shows, Essam's inevitable guilt feelings "froze" his (unconscious) perception of his mother before the rape in his imagination. The trauma of the rape and especially his guilt preserves the castrating mother in his "sexual memory." If so, the survivor guilt he suffers expands his fantasy of the mother in the primal scene to his perception of her during the rape, so that her fantasmatic "status" remains unchanged.
The result is projection of vagina dentata onto the Israeli prostitute, and hustling.
By ascribing Essam's interracial sexual relations, and especially his hustling, to his past traumatic experiences, the film, of course, severely criticizes the destructive consequences of the Israeli occupation (from the Nakba to the second Intifada) on 13 The rape takes place, as mentioned, during the period of th e Nakba. Contrary to Choukri, however, who asserts in his novel that learning to read and write at twenty-one liberated him from the colonial, social, and familial cycles of oppression, Essam remains caught up in these cycles through prostitution and dependence on the overwhelming destructive force of post-traumatic memory. Does the film claim that liberation from the past is impossible? On one hand, as noted, the cycles of oppression take an orgasmic-repetitious form, based on "stimulation" by the past and its "release"; on the other, as hinted above, masturbation itself allows a subversive view of repression, and alludes to its possible disruption. Though Essam's masturbation is part and parcel of his prostitution, that is, carried out on the borderline between privacy-secrecy and sociability-openness, it is still beyond social panoptic control and defies Israeli society at least as much as it defies Palestinian.
Essam's subject position as a witness to the conquest and to rape is problematic, and not only regarding the ambivalence of his actual presence in the time and place of the trauma. It is also problematic vis-à-vis the extent to which Essam has lost moral authority emanating from being a bystander to an atrocity. Diary does not judge its protagonist.
The disparaging force of post-traumatic memory and latent guilt produces a constant performance of embodied reiteration in which the imaginary witness doomed by an overwhelming past becomes self-oppressive.
The following analysis entails a shift from the nuanced psychoanalytical explorations (mainly of the primal scene) adopted in the above analysis of Diary of a Male Whore to a primarily cultural analysis of The Bubble and Gevald, especially regarding such terms as passing, performance, shame/pride, and race. The nature of Fox's and Braun's films warrants such a shift. Diary's linking of traumatic histories to queer sexualities is based, as described above, on the fantasy of origin and identity; that is, on exploration of the foundation of the Palestinian subject. As I see it, Bubble and Gevald, though very disparate in style and ideology, are clearly films made in a sovereign country, eliminating the need to delve into the traumatic origins of the subject (psychoanalytically and/or historically), since they are taken for granted. Diary, driven by the Palestinian lack of state and unrelieved traumatization by a colonial regime, is "forced" to dive into the origins of subjecthood and decipher its vicissitudes from the Nakba onward. In other words, the following shift in methodology from psychoanalysis to cultural studies is an outcome of the huge disparity between the relationships of the films to their respective political-social contexts.
The Bubble -Projecting A Suicidal Fantasy
The After someone at the Tel Aviv restaurant exposes "Shimi" as a Palestinian, he panics and returns to Nablus. Noam is despondent over his loss and Lulu obtains a temporary foreign press card so they can travel to Nablus to visit him. They decide to pass the checkpoint by impersonating French journalists, and introduce themselves as such at
Ashraf's home. They set up a clandestine meeting between Noam and Ashraf using the excuse that he invited them to photograph his sister Rana's wedding for French television.
Noam and Lulu's passing is for the most part spatial. They own the cultural capital necessary to insinuate themselves into forbidden spaces. 40 In a complete reversal of Palestinian passing, Israeli passing, in both senses of the word, is entirely void of racialization. 41 Lulu and Noam's decision to pretend to be French rather than Palestinian suggests that Israelis would almost never consider passing themselves off as Palestinian.
The two Israelis are not exposed to the gaze at the checkpoint since in any case, as 39 Ibid., 127 40 Israelis are forbidden by law to enter Nablus. 41 In this context, it is interesting to recall that the term passing may be derived from "pass," the slip of paper that granted slaves permission to move about the countryside without being mistaken for runaways of Bubble to establish queer epistemology in a colonial ethnic-sexual space. The gayization of the Palestinian masked as romantic love enables the ongoing denial of the Occupation, the humiliation of the Palestinian, and their replacement by gay pride. This is especially noticeable because the editing links the Nablus visit with a rave party demonstration against the Occupation -a sort of substitute for a gay pride parade.
Judith Halberstam claims that "shame can be a powerful tactic in the struggle to make privilege (whitening, masculinity, wealth) visible." 43 She strongly criticizes the identity politics of white gay males that exclude the queer adult brown man, the absence of appropriate white gay masculine language for discussing shame, and the role of the brown gay male body in the white shame narrative. She presents -while criticizingthree solutions to the white gay male shame: normalization (gay white men can work through gay shame by producing normative masculinities and presenting themselves as uncastrated, muscular, whole), projection/aestheticization, and adoption of "gay shame
[that] can be used…in ways that are feminist and antiracist." 44 Unlike the Israeli gay who has come out of the closet and romanticizes gay pride in order to deal with his shame, Ashraf's situation in the context of shame as a "gendered form of sexual abjection" is complex. 45 The tension between being closeted or out that
Ashraf is forced to deal with does not conceal the tension between pride and shame (exemplified by his participation in the rave), but rather between (gay) pride and (racial) humiliation. To-be-gazed-at at the checkpoint is for Ashraf a physical experience of shame (involving feminization and castration), which (in contrast to Noam's experience) Israeli queer cinema offers the solution of projection: instead of recognizing the ethnic humiliation of the Occupation, it projects white gay male shame on the "brown male" in the "white narrative" it rewrites. This projection is intensified through disavowals: first, through the playfulness of Noam's passing, that is, by gaining access to vulnerability and humiliation without embodying it; second, through Ashraf's self gayization, displacing racial humiliation with gay pride (When he arrives late at the rave, for example, he hurriedly apologizes and mumbles something about how hard it was to get there and about the checkpoint, and immediately joins the party); and third, through romanticizing the terror.
Indeed, is it surprising that Ashraf finds himself at the vanishing point of subjectivity? In structuring the suicidal terrorist, the gay Israeli narrative fantasy reaches its most extreme juncture. What is the relation between romance and terror? Between presenting sexual relations and presenting the suicidal terrorist? Bubble offers a more progressive representation of interracial sexual relationships between men than had appeared in Israeli cinema before the turn of the century; that is, it is not based on power relationships tied to the tension between penetrating and penetrated. Ashraf and Noam change positions according to the anal-oral circuit. As Elizabeth Grosz has written, "It may be this…that distinguishes heterosexual men from many gay men who are prepared not only to send out but also to receive flow and in this process to assert other bodily regions than those singled out by the phallic function." 47 Even though the film presents a radical sexual structure freed from constraints of (cinematic) tradition, hierarchy, and perception of the body as a battlefield, the gay Israeli narrative cannot integrate the gay racial body (even if, or perhaps because, the narrative rewrites it, á la Massad, as a nonracial body). 48 The result is a fantasy of loss.
The film does not present the suicide terrorist as a radical fundamentalist Moslem, Israeli society's conventional profile, but as a person whose sexuality is repressed and despairs of ever being able to live as a proud gay in Arab society; that is, he is tragically unable to work through shame and humiliation. Bubble does not take responsibility for 47 Grosz, Volatile Bodies, 201. 
Gevald -A Queer Terrorist Show
In contrast to Bubble, Netalie Braun's short film Gevald is a radical queer text in every respect. Self-reflexive and multi-layered, it presents gay and lesbian bonding in a communal environment shared by Israelis and Palestinians, in which the Palestinian lesbian is given voice. Although terror also hits this community, the source is ambiguous.
More important, however, is that there is no projection of violence on the other, as in and a space of sociability outside, to the side of, or in the interstices of 'the social' -bonds that occur not in spite of but because of some force of negation, in which it is precisely negativity that organizes scenes of togetherness." 58
Conclusion -Queering Terror
In the three films analyzed here -Diary of a Male Whore, The Bubble, and Gevaldthe process of queering terror is presented as based on the Occupation's traumas and entailed fantasies. However, the mechanism of trauma (self-objectification through an acting-out of past violence, guilty projection of violence onto the other, fatal conceptualization of queerness under a repressive environment, respectively) and the 58 Weiner and Young, "Queer Bonds," 236.
content of fantasy (castrated memories, gay-ization, ethno-sexual bonding) attest to the marked differences in the perspectives and ideologies of these films. there is an essential gap between them, as the immense differences in the nature of ethnosexual relationships -financial transaction, romantic love, and queer bonding -reveals.
Diary of a Male
Analysis of the main mechanisms of sexual and ethnic repression attests to antagonistic consciousness that places the Nakba/Occupation; the rape; and the hustling on one side, and racial denial of the Occupation; denial of the scopic regime; gay-ization; and homo- 59 The final title screen says that the gay and lesbian bar, Shoushan, was closed in 2007, thus markin g the hopelessness of the situation in Jerusalem both in ethnic and sexual terms.
(suicidal) romance on the other. In the middle, queering the terror act turns "a sociality created in… moments of enjoyment" 60 into a shattered one.
The analyses of Diary and Bubble discussed in this chapter, which point to the striking differences between the depictions of interracial relationships in the two films, seek to examine the significance of these differences. More specifically, they, as well as
Gevald, seek to explore what these differences mean to Palestinian vs. Jewish-Israeli understanding of fe/male (homo)sexualit-ies; repression; and identification, and to explore the place of post-traumatic fantasy in shaping the encounter between the I and the other in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Diary's defiance intermingles with its claim of victimhood, and though Fox's film makes a similar claim, his definition of victim is totally different. As I hope the above analysis has shown, in Abu Wael's film, victimhood -presented as a direct outcome of Israeli policies of exclusion, occupation, and dispossession -is an ever-reenacted irrefutable subject position onto which the collaborator's identity is carefully sutured.
Therefore, it is not clear how the rape as the constitutive event of Essam's post-traumatic identity stands in relation to Frantz Fanon's claim that "the concern about heterosexual rape functions doubly: it attends, importantly, to violence against women, but it also forcefully masks triangulated desire, whereby the fear -and fantasy -of the penetrated male is displaced onto the safer figure of the raped female." 61 The link in editing between the primal scene and the rape, described above, points to the power these events have had Whore, and to a lesser degree in Gevald, but not in The Bubble. Teresa de Lauretis suggests that a queer text is one that "carries the inscription of sexuality as something
